Lab Safety Certificate Program
We started working on this program in 2012. While we made progress, we hit a major problem
on securing the needed funding. After much frustration, we have a realistic solution, but need
EC support.
The eLearning developer, Vivid Systems is willing to underwrite a portion, between 25 and 50%,
of the development costs. We still need to raise $100,000 - $200,000 USD.
Foundation Research can assist us in identifying and applying for support to foundations with a
proven track record of supporting programs such as ours. See the attached documents.
Russ and I are asking the EC for $5,000 in CHAS funds for a 1 year membership in the
Foundation Research Program. With their 97% funded record and their 6-month funded or
100% refund policy, this would be a reasonable investment. The program has $1565 USD
remaining in its initial $20,000 USD funding.

Metasoft Systems Inc.
Member Testimonials

providers of FoundationSearch and BIG Online

Member Testimonials
Since 1995, Metasoft has helped more than 10,000 non-profit and charitable
organizations throughout North America raise over $28 billion in funding. We listen
closely and take pride in our commitment to our members’ success. Here is what
they have to say.

“W

e made the switch to FoundationSearch about 8 months ago, and continue
to be impressed by its ability to meet our high demands. Everything a
grantseeker could hope for is available through this software—charts, graphs,
current news articles regarding recent grants—Metasoft really understands the
information that helps us get the job done. The Director Connections is a wonderful
tool—it has cut our research time and made prospecting effortless.
I also appreciate being able to access FoundationSearch online. It seems obvious
in these technology-advanced days, but our previous research database only
existed as a CD-ROM, and so our staff were restricted to using it only at their
individual workstations, not to mention having to wait an entire year to get updated
information on each prospective foundation. Now I can work from home with my
new baby and still conduct the research I need to while he naps!”
Siri Horvitz
Director, Institutional Relations
Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, Inc.

“I

wish that we could sign a contract FOREVER! I turn to FoundationSearch for
all my prospecting and research needs. Additionally, the My Prospect Manager
keeps me organized and produces excellent reports for me to share with clients.
My Calls keeps me on track with follow ups. I am grateful to have access to such a
complete tool.”
Laura Lies
Foundations Relations Manager
Alpha USA
www.alphausa.org

Products and
Services
• FoundationSearch
• BIG Online
• Metasoft Education

“I

worked with a non-profit organization for five years, and we used
FoundationSearch for our foundation research. We found it especially helpful
to look up 990s of the foundations we have been soliciting to see what their giving
priority was. This enabled us to better focus our appeal to their main interests,
resulting in larger gifts and better presentations. I just accepted the Vice President
of Advancement role at a Christian college, and immediately checked to see what

tools they were using for foundation research. Not being satisfied with what
I found, I immediately called and ordered FoundationSearch. It is reasonably
priced, great information, web based so I can access it from anywhere, and I like
the varied search criteria available for identifying foundations. I plan to use it to
identify foundations in our area that fund educational institutions.
Thank you for making it so easy to get back on line with FoundationSearch!”
Wendy Edgar
VP of Advancement
Crown College

“W

e are a small shop, and as the only grant writer here, it can be difficult
to find the time to do the research for new prospects. Research is only a
small part of my job but carries with it a great deal of importance.
I have used Foundation Search and BIG Online for many years. My experience has
been excellent; the search engine and management tools are wonderful and the
customer service has always a been professional and most helpful. Without this
tool, my job would certainly be more difficult.
When I need funding sources for our projects and need to have the most detailed
information about those sources, this is where I go. I always wish that I had more
time to use the system but it is essential for my work.”
Mary Owen
Grant Coordinator
St. Vincent’s HealthCare Foundation

“T

he Children’s Center has been working with Foundation Search for four
years. During that time using their resource we have been able to increase
the number of our grant applications from 20 to 100. This has helped to establish
critical funding during these challenging fundraising times. Also with their support
we have recently completed a $13 million+ capital and endowment campaign.
The program is so easy to use with excellent information available to me, which has
helped me in writing successful proposals. We look forward to a long relationship.”
Courtney Garay
Development Director
The Children’s Center

“T

hanks, again, for making this great service available. FoundationSearch is
my definite go-to resource for foundation relations—I can’t imagine being
without it!”
Dan Gerber
Director of Foundation Relations
Fuller Theological Seminary

“I

wish you had contacted me a year ago! I understand the potential of using
this database and search software which will certainly make my work easier
and increase productivity. It is an amazingly user friendly program, particularly
with the charts, matrix representation and tutorials. Data is easy to access and not
overwhelming. Trust me, you have made my job easier!”
Louise K. Haaker
Grant Specialist
Savannah State University

“F

oundationSearch has been exactly the resource I needed to move my
organization’s foundation fundraising to the next level. With the help
of intuitive tools and up-to-date information my staff have been able to build
relationships with potential grant making partners with more success than ever
before. FoundationSearch keeps us educated and informed on particular grant
makers, overarching trends, and changes in the field—and for that we are
extremely grateful.”
Caryn Gay
Development Manager
Boat People SOS

“A

s the executive director of a non-profit organization, I am frugal when it
comes to spending money. But I don’t have to think at all when it comes
to renewing our subscription to Foundation Search/BIG Online. This tool pays for
itself many times over. It’s utility for foundation giving is obvious: I can quickly see
what foundations support organizations like us as well as what foundations support
other organizations in our locale. But it is also helpful when meeting with individual
donors, so many of whom direct their support from foundations. I am much more
confident about an ask amount when I can first see the gifts of an individual’s
foundation over recent years. Finally, the folks at Metasoft are fantastic: they are
so eager to help! I kick myself for not reaching out to them sooner.”
Mark Cole
Executive Director
Aspen Valley Ski/Snowboard Club

“I

am new to the foundation research game, and frankly, I was intimidated by
the prospect. But Foundation Search America has made my introduction to
research easy and productive. Our organization subscribes to a couple of research
engines, but Foundation Search is definitely my favorite. I am learning new ways
to use the site almost daily, and I appreciate the personal assistance that the staff
has provided me. Thanks for helping a research novice succeed!”
Cherie Rayburn
Director, Foundations & Corporate Relations
Biblica

“H

aving worked in the development field for seven years, I have worked with
three different search engines for grant research. Foundation Search is far
and away the easiest, most effective way I know to get quality information on
foundations. In preparing for a visit by over 30 Denver foundations to our area
of Western Colorado this summer 2009, I was able to pull detailed information
on each foundation for our staff. We used the information provided to research
foundation funding priorities, board member information and previous funding
history to build a strong presentation before talking with foundation staff. Since
having Foundation Search, I’ve found several “new” foundations that are a possible
fit and have received a $5,000 grant from one already. What a wonderful tool!”
Nancy Hoganson
Director of Community Relations
Hospice & Palliative Care of Western Colorado

“I

have been an independent grant writer for 25 years. The arena of grant
solicitation has become increasingly complex and competition is fierce. I
don’t know what I would do without FoundationSearch and Big Online. I have never
experienced a more state-of-the-art system and they are constantly improving and
adding dimensions. Foundation Search is probably my most critical tool, other than
the writing.
Another feature is well worth mentioning. Their customer service is excellent! We
are so used to being ignored or insulted as a consumer. Not at FoundationSearch.
Their technical and customer support is wonderful. The response is quick,
courteous, and effective.
Without FoundationSearch, I would be unable to provide the highest quality of
grant writing that my customers deserve.”
Carol Morrow
Consultant and Grant Writer
Florida

“F

oundation Search has given me the tools to successfully manage my grant
writing for the Ronald McDonald House. Prior to signing up as one of their
clients, I would spend multiple hours searching various free internet sites in hopes
that one of the many candidates I identified would be a match. With Foundation
Search, I can easily screen potential foundations and private trusts. Their software
is well-thought and easy to navigate. It is extremely helpful to have hot links
directly to foundation websites and the phone numbers and contact information
provided regarding executives and trustees makes all the difference in screening
potential matches for grant applications. Their software helped me obtain a
$500,000 grant from a private foundation we had been trying to reach for over a
year before we got the software!”
Andrea Farage
Executive Director
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Northwest Florida

“I

prefer FoundationSearch and Foundation Manager over other fundraising
resources. Their database is larger than most with more ways to search
giving nationally, internationally and even globally. It has proven to be a very
powerful tool.”
Jennifer Yaney
Development Assistant
Rutgers University

“I

have used this software for foundation and corporation research in grant
writing for a university and a non-profit corporation. I love this software. It
makes grant research and writing much easier and saves an enormous amount of
time.
The staff are fantastic to work with! They take care of their clients.
Thank you for providing such a wonderful tool for grant writers.”
James W. Satterwhite
CEO
West Texas Boys Ranch
San Angelo, Texas

“P

eople respond to colors and shapes, that is why I frequently include graphs
and charts generated by Foundation Search as a section of my prospect
reports. The export capabilities of the service allows for effortless analysis of
funding categories specific to a project, offering a comprehensive list of grant
recipients, amounts, designations and locality. Foundation Search is a valuable
tool in our research and prospecting efforts, assisting us by quickly and efficiently
displaying information that might otherwise take a great deal of time to collect.”
Larissa A. Potiomkin
Manager, Development Information
Houston Grand Opera

“A

check arrived today from a foundation that “does not accept unsolicited
proposals.” I sent them a LOI just four months ago. It is for $15,000! Woohoo, The subscription paid for itself and much more! and it came two days before
my annual review.
It turns out that the person (trustee) who sent the check from the foundation
was once the boss of our Executive Director, about 20 years ago. He credited her
leadership in his cover letter. A very nice example of relationship circles which
would not have been discovered without Foundation Search.
This success has inspired me to get back at it!”
Kimberly Humphries, CFRE
Development Director
Irving Cares
http://www.irvingcares.org

“W

hile in the beginning stages of a $11 million capital campaign, our hospital
foundation has already discovered several granting organizations we
never would have found without FoundationSearch. Both in terms of gift ranges
and geographical reach, we are reaching farther and more efficiently. We simply
wouldn’t have had the staffing resources to find these new organizations through
traditional search methods. Using FoundationSearch, we are identifying granting
organizations whose giving priorities match with our projects. I definitely see
FoundationSearch as being an integral part of our capital campaign and future
fundraising efforts.”
Duncan Libby
Director of Development
Evergreen Healthcare Foundation

“F

oundationSearch saves us time in our research efforts and helps us develop
proposals that are more focused on the funder’s interests. When evaluating
our best opportunities for funding, we use the information available in the
FoundationSearch database.”
Viena Howe
Foundation & Government Relations Manager
Miami City Ballet

“W

e’re very happy with FoundationSearch. We started our membership just
before Hurricane Katrina, and I don’t know what we would have done
without it—it helped us raise $7.5 million to assist in the rebuilding efforts of
several member agencies. It was also a great help that we were able to access the
membership from any computer, because after Katrina flooded our offices we had
to work from our evacuation locations for months-family members’ homes, public
terminals and other locations. I’m always telling other organizations that they need
FoundationSearch-there is simply no comparison with other resources.”
Katy Quigley
Director of Grants
The Jesuits of the New Orleans Province

“I

love the reports I am able to create in ‘My Reports’ on FoundationSearch.
My manager was quite impressed with what I was able to generate after
only one review of the training tutorial on the site. Even though the site is intuitive
to use, the tutorial showed me how to take the information to a higher level of
analysis and create a concise, comprehensive list of prospective funding sources!”
Becky Pettengill
Foundation Relations Officer
University of Michigan-Flint

“I

find myself appreciating FoundationSearch the more I use it. Other similar
products I’ve used were not as useful or intuitive—and I have found the
customer support is extremely helpful at Metasoft Systems; they have done much
to help me. When I am with my colleagues I share how FoundationSearch is a
great resource for my fund raising work. FoundationSearch saves me time and I
have come to depend on it as my initial and primary resource.”
Michael O’Leary
Office of Development
Archdiocese of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA

“I

wanted to let you know how valuable FoundationSearch and Big Online have
been for The Denver Hospice.

The Development department uses FoundationSearch and Big Online to prepare
for weekly Solicitor’s meetings in which prospects are screened and rated. The
user-friendly interface and special search features have reduced critical research
time that has been redirected into prospect cultivation and relationship building.
The print to Excel feature makes information integration with other databases
seamless. The special feature on recent Foundation News stories has expedited
searches for relationships beyond posted 990’s. I am especially eager to see your
relationship mapping tool Director Connections out of Beta and in use for the
broader marketplace. It has promising features that elevate the art of prospect
identification.
Customer service at Metasoft for error correction and follow up was rapid response
and thorough.
Finally, since we subscribed to FS & BOL, grant revenues for The Denver Hospice
have increased 14% over this same time period last year. At this rate we can
reasonably expect a 42% increase for the fiscal year!
In this economic downturn, our most ambitious expectations for FoundationSearch
have been realized.”
Ed Bostick
Grant Writer
The Denver Hospice

“A

s kids say, I am so NOT disappointed with Metasoft. Y’all are the BEST!!!!!
Please pass along my words of appreciation to everyone who works to make
Foundation Search the top dog!!!”
Sue Terry
Grant Specialist
Covenant Health System Foundation

“F

oundationSearch has been invaluable to WNED’s funding efforts. It’s the
first place we go when we need to find potential funders for a new project
in development. The database is so easy to use and breaks down a foundation’s
funding history nicely with charts and graphs so it’s clear to see what types of
projects they’ve funded in the past and what geographic areas they tend to
support. It has helped us focus our efforts on those funders most likely to support
a particular project, and My Foundation Manager then helps us keep track of those
prospects. Our organization serves a bi-national area, so FoundationSearch Canada
is also a wonderful resource for us. It’s never difficult to justify renewing our
subscription to FoundationSearch. It is an exceptional tool as we continue to seek
new revenue sources to support our services.”
Heidi Roth
Manager of Foundation Development
WNED, Western New York Public Broadcasting Association
Buffalo, NY

“W

ashington State University has switched to FoundationSearch, and we love
it. It provides excellent analysis capabilities especially for funding patterns,
sortable by geographic region, grant size, category (i.e. can be filtered just for
grants to universities and colleges, or just for health grants, etc.), which enables us
to make predictions on likelihood of funding, contact previous grantees, assess our
success against competing organizations, etc. It also includes BIG Online, which is
a database of top grant making corporations, and most recently it is beta testing a
global search tool. Individuals from our large institution are buying their own IDs
and passwords to give each unit search capabilities, alleviating the pressure on our
central team to analyze their requests or provide additional lists. Both online and
phone help is easily accessed, online courses are available at reasonable fees (I
haven’t tried these yet, but will be doing one soon), the database of news articles
and searchable 990’s (archived as well as current) is comprehensive and easy to
use. You can print profiles for clients, but they also have links to the Websites,
which are always where one has to go ultimately anyway to assess current
priorities and RFP regulations. Within the FoundationSearch profiles, however, there
is a quick link to the stated ‘limitations’ of the organization, so that you don’t have
to search through the Website for those and can avoid making elaborate plans to
submit only to find out too late that the organization has limits that disqualify you.”
Kathleen Warren, Ph.D.
Director, Foundation Relations
WSU Foundation

“I

switched to Metasoft’s FoundationSearch & BIG Online a few months ago.
I’m delighted. The search capabilities and drill down are great, and their
features are clean and easy to print and file. I especially like their download to
Excel feature. BIG Online is great for corporate search. They seem to be very busy
making improvements and updating their files. Tech support is immediate.”
Marie Beichert
Development Service
CFRE
http://www.granthelper.com

“I

am pretty enamored of the product. The variety of ways that you can
search for information is my favorite aspect. You can search by state, by
amounts, by interest, for your organization specifically. The ways to drill down
into the specific information are also great. The profiles they provide for each
foundation are about as comprehensive as I’ve seen. The information is, on
the whole, very current. Their customer service was great too. I certainly like
it better than what we used before. There is a great deal more information in
FoundationSearch’s profiles.”
Cara Rosson
Prospect Research Analyst
Bradley University

“F

oundationSearch has been an invaluable funding research tool for us at
Edison Schools. From day one, Metasoft has provided our Grants Staff with
hours of extra training and support, guiding us through complex searches. This is
our main resource for seeking the best funders for our 100+ schools across the
United States and abroad.”
Michael S. Campbell
Director, Grants Department
Edison Schools
http://www.edisonschools.com

“I

use FoundationSearch a lot and have found it a useful tool. Fortunately, the
first grant we applied for that we found on the software more than made up
for the price we paid. FoundationSearch is very flexible, easy to use, and produces
detailed information that has been very helpful in locating and applying for new
funds.”
Tracey Martin
Director of Development
Regional Food Bank of Northeastern New York

“V

ery easy to use, easy to search. We previously had a subscription to another
resource. I like FoundationSearch better.”
Kerstin Leonard
Prospect Researcher
Northwestern College

“W

e do all love this database. It’s awesome.”
Maureen S. Martin
Director, Foundation Relations
University of Michigan

“A

bout 90% of what we’ve received so far came from using BIG Online, with
the remainder being proposals already in process. Every proposal I currently
prepare is a result of or is enhanced by my research with BIG.”
Lisa Wilson
Director of Foundation Relations
Belmont University

“I

love your application/program. Darned if I didn’t find a foundation where
one of the trustees was married to a college classmate of mine--needless to
say we received a very nice grant from them.”
Turk (John) Thacher
President
Baker Industries
PA

“A

s the owner of a Grant Writing company, I utilize Foundation Search almost
daily. The site is easy to use and allows me to sort through and organize
large amounts of information quickly. From prospecting for new funding, to
updating Foundation information, to preparing lists for Board members regarding
new foundation trustees -- Foundation Search should be a part of every non-profit
Development Department. And the price is well worth it -- Foundation Search saves
me hours each week while giving me the most important, up to date information
on almost every U.S. Foundation that provides grant funding.”
Sheba Laser Lux
Owner
GrantSage LLC

“Y

our service is far and away the most invaluable to the work we do; the
investment is truly worthwhile.”
Nancy E. Pearsall
Grant Writer
KLRU-TV, Austin PBS

“I

n just three short months upon using Foundation Search, our organization
obtained a grant for $34,110.32 from a foundation that we had never
contacted previously and knew nothing about us. This grant will make a significant
difference in the lives of individuals with disabilities - as it will allow them to
maintain their independence and remain active in their communities!
We are thrilled with Foundation Search and look forward to the next grant we are
able to obtain to make a difference!”
Joshua Friedel
Director of Resource Development
Life of Mississippi

“F

oundation fundraising is no different from asking for gifts from individuals:
you need to identify a foundation with an interest in your type of organization
and your specific project, and which makes grants in the amount you need. It also
helps a lot if a person with the foundation has a connection to your organization.
FoundationSearch lets me look for and compile all of that information easily and
efficiently. The comprehensive search form allows me to narrow the field as much
as I need to. Once matches are identified, I can just click on a summary profile and
find the data to decide whether to choose this foundation as a prospect. I can then
organize and save my prospects into folders for each different project—so that I
can easily go back to it when I need to.
The Director Connection is also a great tool. Quickly identifying directors, and
finding out what other organizations they might be affiliated with, is an easy way
to identify a critical personal connection to a new funder. I now also use it to learn
more about our existing donor organizations.
I think FoundationSearch is a valuable resource for raising funds from foundations.”
Karen Hatcher
Planned Giving Officer
Gaylord Hospital
Wallingford, CT

“A

s we just renewed our contract with FoundationSearch, it was an opportunity
to review the value of the service. After signing on with you, I found an
abundance of foundations that are funding like organizations. We increased our
proposal submissions by over 50% and received two significant grants in just the
first round. Not only were we able to raise new funds in the first year and pay for
the service, but have received new funding in each subsequent year. It was an easy
decision to continue with our Foundation Search subscription and can’t imagine
being without this valuable resource now.”
Paul McNabb
Development Officer
Ronald McDonald House at Stanford

“W

e were approached in 2005 by Metasoft Systems to preview their
Foundation Search online grant research product, and I must admit that
at first I was skeptical. I had always used other products for conducting research,
and had grown comfortable with the abilities and limitations of those products.
However, once I took a tour of Foundation Search, I was sold. Not only could I get
the information available to me through the other products, but I could get even
more detailed search responses and access it all in one place!
Foundation Search uncovers the prospect information we need to make informed
decisions, and has increased our ability to target grant requests in ways that were

not possible before. We have received more funding, uncovered new grants, and
had great success with this product!”
Catherine DeTerra
VP, Marketing & Grants Development
Old Colony YMCA
Massachusetts

Sectors Served:
Arts & Culture
Community Development
Education
Environment
Faith-Based Organizations
Health

“W

e’ve been using FoundationSearch at TPT for over six years now, and I love
this tool! The flexible searching options, ability to export to MS Excel, and
all-in-one-place access to everything I want to know about a foundation make it
far superior to the other services I’ve used. I love the interactive graphs-they make
FoundationSearch into a thinking tool as well as a research tool! I’ve been very
happy with the customer support and training, both on the phone and by email.
If you’re using a competing service, you need to check FoundationSearch out. It’s
better! “

Social & Human Services
Sports & Recreation

Ann Mckinley
Senior Development Officer
Twin Cities Public Television

Metasoft Systems Inc.
300 – 353 Water Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 1B8
Tel: 604.683.6711
Fax: 604.699.0071
Toll Free: 1.888.638.2763
info@foundationsearch.com
www.foundationsearch.com
© 2012 Metasoft Systems Inc. All Rights Reserved.

AMERICA

FOUNDATION Search
North America’s Leading Source of Foundation Funding Information and Management for Non-Profits
provided by Metasoft Systems Inc.

THE CHALLENGE: The #1 priority for most non-profits - Fundraising - is often also an
organization’s greatest challenge. Government Programs can offer substantial dollars but are
politically volatile, notoriously difficult to apply for and hyper-competitive. Donors are hard
to identify & even harder to persuade to give to your specific cause. Fundraising events have
a substantial upfront cost and are very labor intensive.
THE SOLUTION: Include the biggest and best source of financial support - PRIVATE
FOUNDATIONS in your fundraising strategy:
There are 114,000+ foundations in America with an estimated $58 Billion/annual giving
Over 10,000 foundations newly registered in the last 24 months worth $16 Billion
• Foundations by law, have to donate every year or risk losing their tax exempt status
• Private Foundations self-determine who, where and how much they will fund
•

TYPES
OF
FUNDING
AVAILABLE
Over $28 Billion raised
for our members
Annual Campaigns

•

•

Building / Capital
Conferences

•
•
•
•

Consulting Support

Continuing Support

Curriculum Development
Debt Reduction

•

Emergency Funds

•

•

•
•

•

Equipment

•

Fellowships

•

Gifts-in-kind

Land Acquisition

Operating Funds

•
•
•

What is FoundationSearch?
Only an estimated 10% of foundations have a website. This means that even the most
exhaustive research leaves 90% of available funding out of your reach. FoundationSearch
is the most complete and comprehensive, fully searchable online database of private foundations. If you are serious about your organization reaching its full potential, we can help get
you there!

How do we help?
The #1 reason why grant applications get rejected is a “Poor Fit” between a foundation’s
giving priorities and the applicant’s need. It is vital to understand a foundation’s giving history and granting preferences to make an informed decision about its “fit” to your project.
FoundationSearch provides you with the specific information required to quickly identify &
approach the foundations most likely to fund your project, and help you make the most compelling case for support.

Endowments

Matching/Challenge Funds
•

•

Program Funds

Program Evaluation

Research & Publication
(inquire about full list)

Foundations
•

Over 114,000 US Foundations giving $58 Billion annually

•

Keyword searchable by Asset & Income ranges, Giving Interests, Granting History,
Geographic scope, proportion of giving to New vs. Old applicants and more

•

Full granting histories of over 9 million grants valued at $580 Billion

Beyond Foundations
•

Global Search - for over 120,000 funders in the US, Canada, UK & Australia

•

Corporate Giving - Top Fortune 500 Corporate Giving Programs including:
Donations, In-Kind and Employee Matching Gifts

•

Government - Access to federal, state & local funding all in one place

AMERICA

FOUNDATION Search
WHAT SETS US APART?
Newly Registered Foundations
•

10,000+ newly registered foundations in the last 24 months valued at over $16 Billion
without a pre-existing applicant pool!

FOUNDATION
FUNDING BY
CATEGORY (US)
(Amounts in Billions)

My Best Prospect Generator
•
•

Identify and
Compare how your application scores against past successful applicants

Director Connections
•
•

Explore 80,000+ connections between Directors of various foundations
Connect the Director you already know to the one you want to know!

Live & Unlimited Customer Support - FREE
•

Community Development

$46

Education $162
Environment

$24

Health

$64

International Giving

$27

Religion

$34

Social & Human Services

$86

Sports & Recreation

$4

Misc. Philanthropy

$88

Learn the A-Z of grant writing or teach a new hire/volunteer supporting you
Self-paced online CFRE
Largest library of writing samples & successful grant proposals including World
Championship Proposal winners to model your application on!

Foundation News Search
•

$45

Available Mon-Fri (regular business hours) for the full duration of your membership

Education & Writing Resources
•
•
•

Arts & Culture

Latest news updates on 100,000 + Foundations from over 4,500 news sources

Embedded Contact & Project Management System
•
•

My Prospect Manager - Create, manage & track all your prospects
Donor Management - Import & screen your contacts against our databases to learn even
more about them

Sophisticated Analysis & Reports
•
•
•

priorities to quickly determine your chance of success
Develop Long Term Fundraising Strategies - quickly & easily analyze giving trends in your
sector and develop a reliable long-term plan
Comprehensive & Easy Reporting - Update your stakeholders with ease

TOTAL $580
•
•
•

Advanced keyword searching
Import-Export, Screening
Custom utility tagging

To determine your eligibility for funding, book your no-obligation Funding Review today!
1-888-638-2763 | info@foundationsearch.com
www.foundationsearch.com | www.bigdatabase.com

© 2015 Metasoft Systems Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Money Back Guarantee Form:
UNITED STATES
..
Congratulations

on your membership to FoundationSealch

~

providers

".TASO'T

Sy,,,.,,I.,,

of FoundationSearch
and BIG Online

and/or BIG Online!

You have licef1sed the finest funding sources product available.
Thousands of our members have used FoundationSearch and BIG Online to locate, approach, and receive funding from over
100,000 North American foundations, corporations and government organizations contained in our databases. We are
confident that FoundationSearch and BIG Online will assist you in locating funding and we make you the following no risk money
back guarantee:

"We will refund your FULL license fee If you are unsuccessful In obtaining any funding approval from any of the sources
listed In FoundatlonSearch and/or BIG Online within six months of the date of your Invoice."
Simply contact us by letter before the end of the 7th month from your invoice date confirming the above and include a minimum
of six funding refusal letters. We will then issue you a refund check.
Your FoundationSearch and/or BIG Online membership includes a complementary initial consultation with our Grant Development Services designed to support your fundraising strategy. The Money Back Guarantee validation session (initial consultation)
m..uIt be scheduled by the member by contacting Grant Development Services (gds@foundationsearch.com) within six weeks
of membership activation and must subsequently take place. Subscription activation will occur upon receipt of payment, which
must occur no later than 30 days after invoice date.

Authorized Signature

Date Purchased

Name of Organization

Metasoft Grant Development Officer
Guarantee

must be signed

Date Endorsed

and returned

with FoundationSearch/BIG

Online

membership

form.

GUARANTEE CONDITIONS
1. Members must arrange a Grant Development Services initial consultation (no charge) within 6 weeks of membershp
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

activation.
Application for refund must be received before the end of the 7th month from your invoice date.
This guarantee form, which has been signed and endorsed by a Metasoft Grant Development Officer after the Member has
attended the initial consultation, must accompany a refund claim.
Guarantee applies to licenses of one year or more only.
Consultants, government and for-profit organizations are not eligible.
Membership payment must be received in full by Metasoft no later than 30 days from date of invoice to be eligible for
guarantee.
Member agrees tha~
lor may In
verify guarantee claim.

'~~~~"""""""T"""""""""""""""""
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We provide free, s If-paced onli
tutorials whic
how you how to use our pr ucts to their full potential. Once you have
completed these, an . ou re
ance, you are welcome
contact our Member Support Group who would be
pleased to help with techni
, I3a5S..Word
and product
e ue

-----.
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Manager Approval

This form constitutes the complete agreement

regarding the Money Back Guarantee for the FoundatlonSearch/BIG

I Vancouver, Be I V6B 1B8
Toll Free: 1.888.638.2763
I info@foundationsearch.com

Metasoft Systems Inc. 300-353 Water Street
Tel: 604.683.6711

I

Fax: 604.608.5651

I

•

••

Online membership.

Membership Subscription Form:
UNITED STATES, Special Offer!

providers of

FoundationSearch and BIG Online

CONTACT DETAILS
Name
Organization
EIN
Street Address
City

State
(

Telephone

)

Fax (

Zip Code
)

Email

Special Prices Valid only until May 29, 2015

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

FoundationSearch
 5 Year Membership (2 users) $8,995 *(save $10,980!)

 YES! Save us even more money! With 5 Year

 4 Year Membership (2 users) $7,995 *(save $7,985!)
 3 Year Membership (2 users) $6,995 *(save $4,990!)
 2 Year Membership (1 user) $5,995 *(save $1,995!)
 1 Year Membership (1 user) $4,935 **
*savings over 1 Year Membership price!
** includes access to 1 CFRE license

Membership to FoundationSearch, get:

→ 5 Year Membership to BIG Online FREE!
*(save $8,995!)
→ 2 user access to CFRE Certified Fundraising
Education FREE! *(save $1,880)
Includes: Case for Support Module, Prospect Research
Module, Letter of Inquiry Module, Grant Proposal Module

Order forms must be received at the Metasoft office by 12 noon (PST) on May 29, 2015, to qualify for special pricing!

PAYMENT METHOD
VISA

AMEX

M/C

Purchase Order

Credit Card #

Wire Transfer

Check

Expiration Date

#:

Security Code

Cardholder’s Name Cardholder’s Signature
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Users and members agree to abide by the Terms of Use published at www.foundationsearch.com and www.bigdatabase.com.
Subscription activation will occur upon receipt of payment, which must occur no later than 30 days after invoice date.
PRINT NAME

JOB TITLE

Authorized Signature

Date

PLEASE FAX TO 1 (604) 608-5651
Thank you for your subscription!
Metasoft Systems Inc. 300-353 Water Street | Vancouver, BC | V6B 1B8
Tel: 604.683.6711 | Fax: 604.608.5651 | Toll Free: 1.888.638.2763 | info@foundationsearch.com

